
Title --- How to select one? 

A good title should carry critical information (your results 
on an important subject) to attractive people to read on.

A good title will attract appropriate readers. 

Try alternative titles … 

• What are the differences
• Pair elimination
• The best one should be tempting and informative
• Author’s contribution should come first



Title (cont.)

• The title is not read; it is scanned, within 2 seconds at most.

• A long easily understood title is better than a short one with 
nouns to be unpacked, which in turn is better than an 
ambiguous one

• An old or popular subject  a longer title in order to specify 
the contribution

Glasman-Deal p. 224



Techniques to improve the title

1. Placement of Contribution First

For a full sentence, the new information usually appears at the 
end and the old information at the beginning.

In a verbless title, however, the situation is reversed.

A good title will attract the appropriate readers.  

What is the question you aimed to answer for your research to 

begin with?



2. Using Verbal Forms

A verb gives energy. So use gerunds （動名詞）or 

infinitives（不定詞）to energize your title.

For example: 

Data learning: Understanding astronomical data









3. Using Adjectives or Numbers to 

Stress contribution

Fast, highly efficient, robust, but not new or novel

The most specific, the better, e.g., 5 Hz sampling is 
better than fast sampling 

4. Clear and Specific Keywords

Easier to locate by a search engine or database

The keyword(s) you would use to look up papers of this subject



5. Smart Choice of Keywords

Pick your keywords from recent or often-cited titles close to 
your contribution
 searches to retrieve those will also find yours

If two keywords are equally good, choose one for the title and 
the other for the abstract.

6. Catchy Acronyms

HST, SDSS, MACHO, TAOS







So a good title should be 

unique, lasting, concise, clear, easy 
to find, honest and representative, 
and (if possible) catchy

A question for the title?

Be careful about complex 
compound nouns.

Care the prepositions 
evidence for (to support something) vs 
evidence of (actual sign)

Avoid “may/might/could”



What is the title you have come 
up with for your 

thesis/paper/report?  
Bring it to our discussion.

Exercise

Let us be critical …

Select 5 titles from the latest ApJ issue.  Do 

the same for 5 titles in the RAA.


